RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

The metals industry must continually adapt to changes in raw materials quality and availability, and to technological progress aimed at lowering production costs. We at R&D Carbon Ltd identify these new challenges far in advance through our close contact with production plants and our strong links to other technology providers.

R&D Carbon performs basic and applied research in conjunction with leading universities which are also working on carbon. Many doctorate students from renowned universities and research institutes in New Zealand, Switzerland and China have intensively investigated several hot topics in their PhD thesis. They benefited from the first class testing facility of our research laboratories, as well as from the wide experience of our senior scientists in the carbon and metal field.

Publications

These research activities are summarized in books and in technical papers which are published in international journals and are presented at well attended conferences and meetings. The up-to-date knowledge acquired through these research programs enables our audit and plant optimization teams to provide efficient services to our customers.

Click here for the list of all books published by RD-Carbon.